
WORLDCOM FRAUD WAS COMMITTED IN TWO MAIN WAYS

WorldCom's History WorldCom was a telecommunication company which was located in Clinton, MS. It had 20 million
customers, 80 thousand.

Several concern units left with accumulations for future hard currency payments that in sufficient when the
measures need to be settled. Reducing the dictatorial powers of the Chief executive officer The power
hierarchy in WorldCom should be changed by cut downing the dictatorial powers of the CEO. In the instance
of WorldCom, Scott Sullivan had instructed its employee to let go of accumulations that were excessively
high to run into future payments. David Myers, former director of General Accounting of WorldCom was
sentenced to one year in prison after the fraud incident. Bernard Ebbers was appointed as a CEO in  They
thought that they would not be attracted by the investors anymore. WorldCom tried to change and omitted
information to misdirect Andersen. Then they showed it as a capital lease in the records with an estimated life
of 20 years. The internal control system at WorldCom doubtless played a function in leting for the accounting
uses to go on for a long period of clip. There are questions relating to WorldCom that our investigation has not
addressed. In other words, WorldCom kept off balance sheet by capitalising the line cost alternatively of
showing the disbursals instantly and therefore avoiding the loss of billion dollars. WorldCom: The Accounting
Scandal. WorldCom was terminated by Ebbers and Sullivan. As certain electronic mail communications
illustrated, certain employees portion of the operating nucleus were good cognizant of the accounting
abnormalities and participated in concealing such patterns. Such expenses must be immediately recognized in
the period incurred, unlike expenditures which can legitimately be capitalized as assets and depreciated over
their useful life. Peter Wysocki, a professor of accounting at MIT Sloan School of Management, notes that
investors can look for certain red flags that might help in detecting potential earnings management and
accounting fraud. Unfortunately, this continuous pressure drove executives to begin underreporting expenses
and reducing the reserve accounts. He advises the following: 1. This meant that some of the entries they had
made to the payables were overestimated or underestimated. Nelson believes that making top brass responsible
will help only if there is adequate enforcement. So, WorldCom also forced to increase their revenue. This
provides the chances for the WorldCom executives to commit fraud by falsely beliing the fiscal statements.
This regulation was broken by WorldCom. Are the allowances for bad debts the same? The Board directed us
to conduct a full and independent investigation of the accounting irregularities that gave rise to the announced
intention to restate, and such other matters as we concluded should be considered, without any limitations.
During , telecommunication industry started to decelerate down and WorldCom faced occupation cuts,
recognition evaluation downgrades and questions every bit good. The setting in which it occurred was marked
by a serious corporate governance failure.


